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1. Executive summary

California has set ambitious climate goals by adopting into law Senate Bill (SB) 100, which requires 100% zero-carbon energy by 2045, and is committed to achieving a just and equitable energy transition on its path to carbon neutrality (Net Zero). The state must undertake a significant transformation and decarbonize at 4.5 times the pace it has over the past decade to achieve carbon neutrality by 2045 and help mitigate the negative impacts of climate change. California already serves as a global sustainability leader. Given its decarbonization experience, innovative spirit and commitment to equity, its carbon neutrality goal presents California with an opportunity to demonstrate how a major economy can decarbonize in a reliable, affordable and equitable way.

The Path to Net Zero: A Decarbonization Roadmap for California (Roadmap) examines the implications of this transition for the state and the region San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) serves. It also includes SDG&E’s recommendation for California to achieve carbon neutrality, and is the first publicly available analysis to use the industry standard for electric reliability and industry modeling software in modeling how to decarbonize California by 2045.

As many other studies have highlighted, electricity is expected to play a central role in decarbonization. But there are also critical roles for other forms of clean energy, including renewable natural gas and hydrogen. While the Roadmap recognizes uncertainties that require new, flexible approaches to technology and policy, it also highlights areas where the priorities are clear. These include the need to expand electrification and supplies of solar and wind power, invest in a diverse set of electric generation resources that will help ensure the electric grid is reliable and lastly, to provide much larger volumes of clean fuels.

Electrification is central to decarbonizing the transportation and building sectors under the Roadmap. It is estimated that electric generation capacity will need to increase to 356 gigawatts (GW) by 2045 in California to meet this increasing demand for clean electricity, approximately four times the capacity that existed in 2020. The Roadmap foresees in-state solar and wind generation providing the bulk of this capacity.

Wind and solar are excellent resources for providing low-cost clean energy, but to help ensure reliability, the California electric system must also develop more flexible resources, such as energy storage and clean dispatchable generation. This is especially important as the need for clean, reliable electricity increases from transportation and building electrification. We believe this will require installing 40 GW of new battery storage as well as 20 GW of dispatchable generation from 100% clean hydrogen generation by 2045. Moreover, in addition to existing natural gas generation, we believe that 4 GW of electricity from natural gas with carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) will be needed to support reliability as the electric sector decarbonizes. Combined, these flexible resources can provide clean electricity when the sun is not shining and the wind is not blowing and ensure that high electricity demand during the summer months can be reliably met.

Having clean dispatchable resources that can provide carbon-free electricity when needed will be critical to help ensure a clean, reliable electric supply for a decarbonized California. Developing the necessary technology and infrastructure to enable clean dispatchable resources will be a tremendous undertaking. For example, the California electric system currently has no electric generation from 100% clean hydrogen generation.

---

1. Executive summary

---

1 SB 100 requires that 100% of retail sales of electricity in California be served by eligible renewable energy resources and zero-carbon resources by 2045.
2 Clean dispatchable generation refers to resources that do not produce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and are available any time electricity is needed, in contrast to weather-dependent wind and solar generation. These attributes are necessary to help ensure a clean and reliable electric supply, and SDG&E recommends an inclusive approach as clean dispatchable technologies continue to develop.
3 100% clean hydrogen generation is a type of clean dispatchable resource that burns “green” hydrogen fuel produced using renewable electricity.
The Path to Net Zero: Key Results

**Electrification** of transportation and buildings is core to the Roadmap

- **96%** Projected increase in ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION for California between 2020 and 2045
- **60%** Projected increase in NET PEAK DEMAND for California between 2020 and 2045

**We believe a diverse set of resources is needed to reliably meet increased demand for electricity**

- **85 GW** capacity in California in 2020
- **356 GW** capacity in California in 2045

Clean fuels, like clean hydrogen, can enhance the reliability of electric supply and more broadly complement electrification

Demand for 6.5 million metric tons of clean hydrogen across the California economy in 2045

- ~80% of which will be used to enhance the reliability of electric supply

**Electricity usage and demand is expected to increase**

- ~100% Projected increase in ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION for SDG&E service area between 2020 and 2045
- ~85% Projected increase in NET PEAK DEMAND for SDG&E service area between 2020 and 2045

**We believe a mix of resources will be needed to maintain electric system reliability in SDG&E service area**

- **1,500 MW** 2030 battery storage
- **2,500 MW** 2045 battery storage
- **4 GW** 2045 clean hydrogen generation

**State of California**

**SDG&E Service Area**

**The Roadmap meets the state’s decarbonization goals in 2030 and 2045**

- >40% California economywide emissions reduction by 2030 vs. 1990 levels
- Net Zero Emissions achieved for California economywide by 2045

---

1 Includes both battery energy storage and pumped hydroelectric storage.
2 Natural gas generation with CCS. Includes new builds and retrofits.
3 Other includes oil, coal, geothermal, biomass, hydroelectric, and nuclear.
4 The remaining portion is used for pipeline blending of hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles.
As electricity consumption increases, additional electric infrastructure will be necessary for California to support decarbonization. This infrastructure will support reliability and allow California to access an estimated 34 GW of imported renewable power by 2045, which should enable the geographic diversification of renewable power and minimize the impact of localized weather events.

Resource diversity is essential to reliable, resilient and affordable decarbonization. The Roadmap calls for critical roles across the economy not only for clean electricity but also for clean fuels. In addition to supporting electric system reliability, clean fuels make it possible to decarbonize emissions from sources that cannot be easily electrified, such as heavy-duty trucks and many industrial processes. The Roadmap also requires the use of carbon removal technologies so that the GHG emissions that remain in 2045 and beyond can be removed and the goal of Net Zero achieved.

This Roadmap aims to provide what we believe is a reasonable and appropriate starting point for implementation and prioritization based on current knowledge, feasibility and market conditions. But the challenges, technologies and solutions associated with decarbonization are constantly evolving. The Roadmap will therefore need to be revisited as uncertainties are narrowed. For example, there are still unknowns about consumers’ future adoption rate of electric vehicles (EV) and all-electric household appliances, as well as how the associated increase in electricity usage will impact the electric system. There are also uncertainties about the cost of decarbonization technologies. By pursuing multiple technological options for decarbonization, the Roadmap’s diversified approach should provide California with the necessary flexibility to adapt its path to carbon neutrality. Done right, we believe the California clean energy system can be affordable to consumers. Indeed, our modeling projects that economywide decarbonization spending as a percent of California gross domestic product (GDP) decreases over time.

Implementing the Roadmap will require regulatory and political support focused on four key considerations:

1. **Maintaining affordability and enhancing equity.** Policymakers and regulators will need to manage cost and equity impacts by changing how electricity and gas are priced, particularly for average and lower-income households who carry a greater burden today. Achieving the state’s goals will require contributions from all Californians and the equitable allocation of benefits and costs must be prioritized. Funding sources for state priorities should be reevaluated as well. For example, funding state-mandated public purpose programs from the state’s budget instead of electric and gas bills should promote more equitable recovery of program costs. Additionally, the state should perform an immediate evaluation of all GHG reduction programs and policies to determine which deliver the greatest benefits relative to the cost, and then phase out ineffective programs.

2. **Prioritizing electric sector reliability.** Policymakers, regulators and electricity providers will need to do more long-term planning and develop updated tools to help ensure electric system reliability as the state decarbonizes. This will require a longer planning horizon, early approval of long-lead transmission projects, updated methods for assessing reliability and fair compensation for reliability services.

3. **Enabling deployment of decarbonization infrastructure.** California residents must adopt the use of significant numbers of electric vehicles and appliances to achieve state goals. Importantly, the electric system must be ready to provide clean and reliable electricity for these new uses. By clearing challenges to approving, siting, permitting and interconnecting necessary decarbonization infrastructure, policymakers and regulators can help pave the way for faster development and mobilization.

4. **Incentivizing innovation and adaptability.** Near-term investments in innovation are important to lower future costs and improve future performance of new technologies envisioned by the Roadmap, including clean dispatchable electric generation, clean fuels and carbon removal technologies such as direct air capture.
California has set an ambitious target of achieving carbon neutrality by 2045, with an intermediate requirement to reduce GHG emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030.\textsuperscript{4} We believe that the state has the capabilities and experience to not only build the clean energy economy of the future, but also demonstrate an economically and socially sustainable decarbonization model for other states and countries. To do so, it must move much faster than ever before. Although the state reduced GHG emissions by \approx 36 million metric tons (MMT) from 2009 to 2019 (see Figure 2), it will need to reduce emissions at 4.5 times the pace of historical reductions going forward to reach Net Zero by 2045.

Reliability is the key to enhancing energy resiliency. When the electric system is unreliable, energy users often must turn to ad hoc and costly backup generation (diesel generators, for example) to provide resiliency.\textsuperscript{5} The Roadmap presents SDG&E’s recommendation for California to decarbonize in a reliable, affordable and equitable way.

The Roadmap aims to advance current research on California’s decarbonization pathways. This is the first publicly available analysis to model California decarbonization through 2045 using the industry standard for evaluating electric system reliability and industry modeling software, yielding new insights about the clean dispatchable generation capacity and technologies required to decarbonize reliably.\textsuperscript{6}

\textbf{FIGURE 2}
California’s decarbonization accomplishments and future goals

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{California’s decarbonization accomplishments and future goals}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item Rate of reduction was \approx 4 MMT\textsubscript{CO}_2\textsubscript{e} per year
\item To achieve net zero, emissions must be reduced at 4.5 times the pace of historical reductions
\end{itemize}

Note: California Air Resources Board (CARB) 2000-2019 GHG Inventory (2021 edition, by economic sector), MMT\textsubscript{CO}_2\textsubscript{e}: Million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent

\textsuperscript{4} SB 32 ordered a reduction in economywide emissions of 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. Executive Order (EO) B-55-18 established a statewide goal to achieve carbon neutrality by 2045.

\textsuperscript{5} See the 2017 National Academies report, Enhancing the Resilience of the Nation’s Electricity System, for a longer discussion on reliability and resiliency, available at (https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24836/enhancing-the-resilience-of-the-nations-electricity-system).

\textsuperscript{6} The analysis applies the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) “one day in ten year” loss of load expectation (LOLE) standard.
This Roadmap employs a diversified approach, with roles for clean electricity, clean fuels and carbon removal technologies, as shown in Figure 3. Rapidly decarbonizing the energy system in a way that ensures reliability, resiliency, affordability and equity will require investments in both existing and emerging decarbonization technologies, including long-term battery storage and clean dispatchable generation, as well as related infrastructure. Given the need for emerging technologies, California must foster innovation and permit adaptability along the journey, adjusting accordingly as the state learns more about people’s behavior and decarbonization technologies.

2.1 Roadmap development

Three primary approaches will contribute to economywide decarbonization: (1) the consumption of energy from clean electricity, (2) the consumption of energy from clean fuels and (3) the use of carbon removal technologies. The first two approaches provide end users with decarbonized sources of energy. The third approach directly removes carbon from the atmosphere in situations where clean electricity or clean fuels are cost-prohibitive or technologically infeasible. While reliance on one approach over the other may vary across the different sectors, effective economywide decarbonization will employ a combination of these approaches.

The Roadmap was developed by modeling combinations of strategies for decarbonizing each sector of the California economy to achieve the state’s goals. As decarbonization strategies were applied, modeling provided insight on the resulting demand for different types of energy, including clean electricity, clean fuels, traditional fossil-fuel based resources and cost. For the electric sector, a cost-optimized electric generation portfolio that both decarbonizes the electric sector and achieves the industry standard of reliability was developed. Finally, while all the combinations of decarbonization strategies evaluated achieved California’s 2030 emissions requirement and carbon neutrality by 2045, the study compared the different approaches on reliability, feasibility and affordability to arrive at the Roadmap described herein.

7 While carbon removal technologies are not explicitly modeled in the Roadmap, they are the most obvious candidate today to address emissions that will remain in 2045.
8 “Clean fuels” are low-carbon fuel substitutes (clean hydrogen or renewable natural gas, for example) for traditional fossil fuels. They are distinct from “clean electricity”, which provides energy in the form of decarbonized electrical power.
3. Achieving net zero

The diversified approach recommended in the *Roadmap* acknowledges that the exact combination of technologies and investments is unknowable today, and that a diversity of options must be preserved. Figure 4, which illustrates the emissions reduction trajectory across the economy, highlights this point by showcasing the role of carbon removal technologies in addressing 68 MMT of GHG emissions that are not abated with clean electricity or clean fuels.

### FIGURE 4
Statewide projected emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GHG emissions (MMT CO₂-e)</th>
<th>2019¹</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2045</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>418</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Removal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Roadmap envisions a role for carbon removal technology in addressing the 68 MMT CO₂-e that remain in 2045*

3.1 A clean, reliable electric sector is central to decarbonizing California

California’s path to Net Zero hinges on reliably decarbonizing the electric sector, as illustrated in Figure 5.

**FIGURE 5**
The electric sector is expected to be a key enabler to decarbonizing California’s economy

The California electric sector is already on a path to reach the goal of 100% of electricity coming from zero-carbon resources by 2045 and has reduced emissions by 42% over the past decade.¹ In 2019, the electric sector accounted for only 14% of California’s emissions. As other sectors of the economy electrify, clean and reliable electricity will enable decarbonization more broadly. Figure 6 highlights the transformational growth in electricity demand both in California and the SDG&E service area.

¹ Latest data available from CARB at time of analysis.
² Implied cap of emissions to comply with the goal of a 40% reduction, relative to 1990 GHG emissions.

---

To design an electric system capable of reliably meeting the growing demand for electricity, the modeling for the Roadmap applied the industry standard for electric reliability – the “one day in ten year” loss of load expectation (LOLE) standard. Notably, ours is the first study to use this industry standard in modeling how the electric sector must support full decarbonization of the California economy through 2045. As most decarbonization pathways depend on a reliable electricity grid, studies that evaluate different decarbonization strategies should also appropriately model electric reliability.

The Roadmap envisions deploying a diverse mix of 356 GW of electric generation capacity by 2045. Figure 7 illustrates the envisioned generation capacity mix for California and SDG&E’s service area. It projects that 205 GW of in-state solar and wind capacity will comprise 58% of statewide electric generation capacity in 2045, allowing the electric sector to continue to decarbonize while electricity usage increases. The Roadmap also recommends the installation of 40 GW of battery storage by 2045.

**FIGURE 6**
Estimated growth in electric consumption and net peak demand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Electric consumption - California</th>
<th>Electric consumption - SDG&amp;E service area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWh</td>
<td>TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Net peak demand - California</th>
<th>Net peak demand - SDG&amp;E service area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GW</td>
<td>GW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values represent the difference between base load and behind the meter generation. Values for 2030 and 2045 are based on an average weather year.

---

10 LOLE is defined as the expected number of days per time period (usually a year) for which the available generation capacity is insufficient to serve the demand at least once per day. LOLE counts the days having loss of load events, regardless of the number of consecutive or nonconsecutive loss of load hours in the day. The study applies the industry standard of 0.1 days per year, or one day in ten years.
Clean dispatchable electric generators are most critical for keeping the electricity grid reliable while meeting emissions reduction goals. They can both quickly provide electricity to meet customer needs and use a clean fuel source, such as green hydrogen. Resources with these attributes are imperative because they can provide clean energy whenever needed, complementing significant amounts of weather-dependent solar and wind generation.

The intermittency of renewables is one variable that drives the need for clean dispatchable generation. As such, the Roadmap envisions 20 GW of 100% clean hydrogen generation as a critical technology needed for the state to maintain electric reliability while satisfying increased demand for clean electricity. To serve this clean dispatchable generation, the Roadmap envisions that California will need 6.5 MMT of clean hydrogen in 2045, of which 80% would be for the electric sector. Moreover, in addition to existing natural gas generation, 4 GW of electricity from natural gas with CCS are projected to be needed to support reliability as the electric sector decarbonizes.

As electricity consumption increases, additional electric infrastructure will be necessary for California to support decarbonization. This infrastructure will support reliability and allow California to access 34 GW of imported renewable power by 2045, which should enable the geographic diversification of renewable power and minimize the impact of localized weather events. The Roadmap suggests that a larger interconnected western grid is critical to help ensure long-term reliability in California.

The Roadmap evaluated several different decarbonization strategies and many of the uncertainties that will affect the future. One area of commonality was the need for California to rapidly expand the construction of wind and solar generators to provide enough clean electricity. Adding these intermittent renewable generation sources requires that the state sustain a diverse generation mix along with many complementary investments that help keep electricity reliable. For instance, every combination of strategies examined also deployed significant amounts of battery storage to support the rapid shift to renewables.

---

1 The latest available information was used to inform electric sector modeling and generator characteristics for this analysis, and SDG&E supports a technology-inclusive approach as technology continues to advance for clean dispatchable resources.

2 Natural gas generation with CCS. Includes new builds and retrofits.

3 Other includes oil, coal, geothermal, biomass, hydroelectric and nuclear.
3.2 Transportation electrification is key

As of 2019, the transportation sector, which accounts for approximately 41% of California’s emissions, is the state’s largest source of GHG emissions. The projected transformational shift to electric vehicles, aligned with state policy and driven by the rapid decline in total cost of owning electric vehicles, will decarbonize a significant portion of the transportation sector. The impact will be considerable for all vehicle types, but particularly so for light-duty cars and trucks (LDV). This shift, however, will create unprecedented demand for electricity. As electrification occurs, it will be critical to learn when Californians charge their vehicles and how they respond to the price of electricity at different times, as their behavior will have a large impact on the electric system. Increasing demands on the electric system can also be managed through advanced vehicle-to-grid integration technologies.

The Roadmap anticipates that some portions of the medium-duty vehicle (MDV) and heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) transportation sectors, particularly those requiring long distances and short refueling times, will decarbonize by using clean fuels such as hydrogen.

Figure 9 summarizes the increase in zero-emission vehicles (ZEV) across the state, with a central role for clean electricity and a complementary one for clean fuels.

---

SDG&E investments in utility-scale battery storage will help ensure reliable power in the SDG&E service area.

At the end of 2020, a combined 331 megawatts (MW) of utility-owned and third-party battery storage were located in SDG&E’s service area. To support the reliability of electricity supply, the Roadmap envisions a combined 2,500 MW of utility-owned and third-party battery storage in SDG&E’s service area by 2045.

---

3. Vehicle-to-grid integration technologies were not directly evaluated as part of this study.
SPOTLIGHT 2

SDG&E investments in infrastructure will help enable transportation electrification.

Transportation electrification is estimated to require ~640,000 electric vehicle chargers in SDG&E’s service territory by 2045, as shown in Figure 10. SDG&E plans to enable the installation of electric vehicle chargers by deploying the necessary electric infrastructure, which includes utility-side equipment such as transformers. To enhance the equity implications of these investments, SDG&E will continue to work with its customers and partners in diverse, underserved and disadvantaged communities to understand how best to distribute charging infrastructure to meet their transportation needs.

FIGURE 10
Expected EV penetration and charger requirements in SDG&E service area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Electric Vehicles</th>
<th>EV Chargers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>900K</td>
<td>180K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>3,230K</td>
<td>640K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Electric vehicles only. Charger counts represent LD and MD/HD public, workplace and multi-unit dwelling chargers.

3.3 Clean electricity and clean fuels decarbonize the building sector

The building sector accounts for approximately 14% of California’s emissions, primarily from the use of natural gas for space and water heating. These emissions can be decarbonized by electrifying space and water heating equipment or substituting the burning of natural gas with clean fuels. Figure 11 (on the following page) summarizes the penetration of electric space and water heating in residential and commercial buildings needed through 2045 to meet the state’s GHG goals.

While the Roadmap recommends a substantial role for electrification, it also acknowledges that electrification of appliances can be challenging in certain circumstances. In older homes and some multi-family buildings, substituting a gas appliance with an electric one may require updates to wiring and other electrical infrastructure — an expense and time delay that not all customers can bear. For example, more than half of homes in San Diego County were built in 1979 or earlier, which may require more significant upgrades.

This may present an equity concern, as lower-income residents are more likely to live in older homes which may not be able to support electric space and water heating without significant upgrades.

Where electrification is not feasible, clean fuels such as renewable natural gas and hydrogen provide a viable approach to decarbonization.

---

16 Includes public, workplace and multi-unit dwelling chargers to support light, medium and heavy-duty vehicles.
**SPOTLIGHT 3**

**SDG&E will explore ways to assist residential customers in electrifying their space and water heating.**

Changes in water and space heating appliances can be disruptive and expensive. Contractors and customers may be unfamiliar with electric solutions like heat pump products. One way SDG&E can support the electrification of water and space heating would be to sponsor contractor and consumer education programs to be run by a third-party. Contractors could obtain a “green” certification to market their knowledge of electric solutions. Such programs could be tied to incentives for residential customers to switch appliances, which may improve access to electrification for lower-income households. SDG&E also plans to work with municipal partners, community organizations and community choice aggregators (CCA) on regional policies, funding sources and building reach codes designed to encourage residential electrification. Additionally, SDG&E is developing an innovative rate option to make electrification more attractive to residential customers who may be considering electric heat pumps, among other technologies.
3.4 The industrial sector will require a diverse set of strategies

California is the number one manufacturing state with some of our nation’s largest ports.\(^{21}\) California’s industrial sector accounts for 24% of state emissions, stemming from a variety of sources such as manufacturing, petroleum refining and waste management.\(^{22}\) Decarbonizing this sector will require a combination of approaches.

Electrification is appropriate for a small segment of applications, such as industrial processes involving low-temperature heat. Clean fuels are critical for further reducing emissions from industrial and building uses that cannot be electrified. The Roadmap envisions that by 2045 the combination of gaseous fuels flowing through the gas pipeline to homes and businesses will be very different than it is today, as illustrated in Figure 12. While overall throughput in the natural gas pipeline is projected to decrease 65% by 2045, it is projected that almost half of the gas remaining in the pipeline is comprised of hydrogen and renewable natural gas, resulting in lower emissions. This reduces emissions from industrial processes and building appliances that cannot feasibly be electrified.

---

\(^{21}\) BEA manufacturing employment 2020 data by metropolitan area (March 2022).

4. Decarbonization can be affordable and equitable

The Roadmap estimates California will need a relatively small share of state GDP on an annual basis through 2045 to reliably achieve its decarbonization goals.\(^{23}\) This is based on an assessment of investments needed in electric vehicles, electric appliances and electric infrastructure, as well as the ongoing cost of electricity and fuel, such as gasoline.\(^{24}\)

The estimated cost of decarbonization is primarily comprised of investments in equipment stock such as the purchase of a new electric vehicle or appliance by consumers. The remainder of the costs include the costs for fuel and electric generation. Decarbonization efforts must be carefully planned to help ensure that California residents, businesses and organizations can afford costs and realize benefits in an equitable manner. Successfully achieving an equitable outcome will be contingent on customer acceptance of clean technologies, innovation and policy incentives.

SDG&E is acutely aware of the financial challenges facing consumers and the above-average inflation trends experienced over the past two decades.\(^{25}\) Balancing the rising costs of decarbonization with affordability is a challenge that must be addressed.

Illustrative changes in SDG&E residential customers’ total annual energy expenditures in 2045 were evaluated to better understand future impacts of decarbonization on affordability and equity. This analysis included projected ongoing costs (electric utility bills, gas utility bills and gasoline costs).\(^{26}\) Two distinct customer types were analyzed – a “Non-Adopter” who makes no changes to their base 2022 electricity and natural gas consumption and owns gasoline vehicles, and an “Adopter” who adopts electric appliances and vehicles at the average rate of the Roadmap.

---

\(^{23}\) Costs are estimated using methods detailed in the technical appendix. The share of state GDP declines from 8% in 2022 to 6% in 2045. 2021 California GDP was grown by 2.7% annually through 2045 (represents 10-year historical real growth rate), per the U.S. BEA GDP by State SQGDP2.

\(^{24}\) Investments are in real 2021 dollars. They are not incremental to a business-as-usual case and therefore include costs that are likely to be spent regardless of decarbonization efforts (i.e., purchasing a car or appliance).

\(^{25}\) 20-year CPI CAGR of 2.6%, 2.5% and 2.2% for San Diego, California and the U.S., respectively. 2001 – 2021 data from U.S. BLS and CA Department of Industrial Relations.

\(^{26}\) Does not include upfront capital costs of electric vehicles and appliances.
Figure 13 illustrates that a customer can decarbonize according to the *Roadmap* and pay approximately the same annual energy costs in 2045 compared to 2022, excluding the impact of inflation. While the two customer types start at roughly the same household annual energy costs in 2022, an “Adopter” is projected to have 19% lower annual energy costs compared to a “Non-Adopter” by 2045, as shown in Figure 13.27

It is important to note that a customer may not be a “Non-Adopter” by choice. Lower-income customers are some of the least likely candidates to be able to adopt electrification technologies due to financial constraints and other obstacles. This highlights the need to help ensure all customers can adopt new technologies to avoid potentially disproportionate financial impacts. To help ensure an affordable and equitable outcome, policymakers, regulators and SDG&E must consider how changes across the economy will affect different households, especially those of average and lower-income customers.

FIGURE 13
Illustrative SDG&E residential customer projected annual household energy spend

Non-Adopter 1  Adopter 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Natural Gas</th>
<th>Electricity</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>~$4,250</td>
<td>~$4,250</td>
<td>~$4,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>~$5,240</td>
<td>~$4,240</td>
<td>~$4,240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Non-Adopters are those customers who make no changes to their base 2022 electricity and natural gas consumption and own gasoline vehicles.

2 Adopters are those customers who adopt electrified appliances and electric vehicles at the average rate of the Roadmap. Note: Figures shown represent real 2021 dollars (excludes inflation effects). Analysis is for ongoing costs only (does not include upfront capital costs of electric vehicles and appliances). Please see technical appendix for additional details.

27 Represents real 2021 dollars. Excludes future inflation effects. Please see technical appendix for additional details.
5. Proactive policy support is essential

The Roadmap recommends four types of regulatory and political support to achieve successful implementation: (1) maintain affordability and enhance equity, (2) prioritize electric system reliability, (3) enable deployment of decarbonization infrastructure and (4) incentivize innovation and adaptability.

1. Maintain affordability and enhance equity.

   a. Reform electric and gas pricing, as well as explore alternative funding and cost recovery mechanisms. Historically, electric rates in California have been designed to promote conservation by collecting nearly all costs through volumetric rates. As a result, electricity rates in California are some of the highest in the country, creating a disincentive for additional electrification. As the energy landscape and customer usage patterns evolve, so should electric rate design. Changing how electricity is priced to encourage the electrification of vehicles and appliances, while promoting bill stability, will be key to managing the costs of decarbonization. To help ensure an equitable outcome for all customers, electric rate design that creates subsidies from one group of utility customers to another in an effort to incentivize specific decarbonization technologies should be avoided.

   b. Support low-income households so they can benefit from the clean energy transition. To avoid disproportionately burdening low-income households, policymakers and regulators should learn how changes in energy usage across the economy will affect financially fragile households. Policy and regulatory support, such as appropriately designed incentive programs to assist consumers with the upfront costs of new electric appliances and vehicles, will help ensure lower-income households benefit from California’s decarbonization efforts. The impact of decarbonization on social equity will depend on how strategies to achieve Net Zero are implemented.

   c. Evaluate and prioritize cost-effective emission reductions programs. California has enacted dozens of programs and policies to reduce GHG emissions. As we focus on the future, affordability is a key consideration...
of customer acceptance and support of decarbonization. The state should continue to pursue cost effective energy efficiency and demand response programs, while also performing an immediate evaluation of all GHG reduction programs and policies to determine which deliver the greatest benefits relative to the cost. Following this review, the Legislature, California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and California Energy Commission (CEC) should take steps to sunset costly and ineffective programs to maximize limited ratepayer funds. The state should repeat this process on a regular basis.

d. **Support an equitable transition for affected workforces.** California’s energy ecosystem employs highly skilled professionals, such as boilermakers, pipefitters, welders, and laborers whose jobs may be at risk from electrification. However, these skills will still be necessary in a decarbonized future. Policymakers and regulatory agencies should prioritize helping such workers evolve their skills on the journey to carbon neutrality.

2. **Prioritize electric system reliability.**

a. **Incorporate electric sector reliability into long-term state planning.** State agencies and load serving entities that are evaluating future electric generation should apply the industry reliability standard when assessing decarbonization options through 2045. A reliable energy system is essential for California, its residents and its economy. Achieving electric reliability will require fairly compensating providers of reliability services, developing new methods for assessing reliability in light of future uncertainties and reforming transmission planning processes. This includes using electricity demand forecasts aligned with state goals in planning processes and timely approval of long-lead transmission projects to accommodate increasing electrification.  

b. **Implement a regional transmission organization (RTO).** Recognizing that California is part of an electric system that extends beyond its borders, SDG&E continues to be supportive of the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) RTO market expansion efforts and broader long-term western regionalization based upon the belief that it will lead to market efficiency, optimization of renewable resources across the West and enhanced grid reliability.

c. **Adopt technology inclusive solutions.** Adopting a technology inclusive definition of clean energy should enhance reliability and affordability. Current policies, such as the Joint Agencies interpretation of SB 100, exclude certain technologies because they produce some emissions, even though they could support reliable decarbonization of the electric sector. Technologies such as blending hydrogen into the fuel mix for natural gas generators or natural gas generation with CCS can enable California to meet its interim emissions goals and help ensure reliability. Policymakers and regulators should adopt a fuel-agnostic definition of clean energy that includes a diverse set of technologies.

3. **Enable deployment of decarbonization infrastructure.** As a growing number of California residents adopt electric vehicles and electric space and water heaters, the electric system must be ready to provide increasing amounts of clean and reliable electricity. Obstacles to approving, siting, permitting and interconnecting decarbonization technologies can prevent or slow the pace of decarbonization. Federal, state and local policymakers can:

---


29 The Joint Agencies include the CEC, CPUC and CARB.
a. Enable faster infrastructure development by updating planning efforts for clean electricity and fuels.

b. Simplify and accelerate regulatory reviews.

c. Authorize land use for decarbonization technologies.

d. Increase access to federal- and state-controlled rights-of-way.

e. Simplify the processes to use or cross federal lands.

f. Develop planning processes for new types of infrastructure, such as the production and distribution of clean hydrogen.

These actions will be critical to interconnect new electric generation capacity and to mobilize investments in transmission and distribution within California and across the Western U.S.

4. **Incentivize innovation and adaptability.** The state should encourage research, development and demonstration efforts to make sure necessary decarbonization technologies are available for deployment at an affordable cost. This will require incentivizing pilots, demonstration projects and large-scale deployments to meet an increasingly rapid pace of decarbonization. It also will require facilitating engagement with private and public sector partners across the U.S. and globally on decarbonization research and development.

Since these initiatives may reveal more impactful or cost-effective approaches to decarbonization, the state should also foster an environment of experimentation, learning and adaptability on the way to carbon neutrality. Adopting a diversified approach will preserve optionality. The state should also continuously take a forward-looking view and be willing to permit investments for learning opportunities by creating supportive policy frameworks for promising technologies, such as CCS. Finally, an important component of adaptability involves recognizing when policies are not working as intended, are not cost effective or generally are no longer serving the public interest.
6. SDG&E is ready to partner

Achieving the objectives outlined in the Roadmap cannot be accomplished by SDG&E alone, as we are one player within a larger region. It will require time, investment and coordination from all stakeholders who share the goal of achieving carbon neutrality while maintaining a reliable electric system. To that end, SDG&E looks forward to sharing our findings with local and state agencies, community-based organizations, CCAs, other utilities and the public to explore opportunities with those who share our mission.

Economywide decarbonization will only be possible through the combined efforts of all stakeholders in the state. SDG&E is committed to doing its part and has established a sustainability target where we aim to have Net Zero emissions by 2045. SDG&E will continue to invest in decarbonization efforts to reduce the carbon content of energy used in key segments of the economy, including the transportation, electric and building sectors. These initiatives are described in SDG&E’s sustainability reports published in 2020 and 2021.30

These reports demonstrate a partial list of what SDG&E has already accomplished:

**Climate adaptation and wildfire safety**

Over the past decade, SDG&E has invested more than $3 billion in establishing an industry-leading wildfire safety and climate adaptation program, which includes undergrounding power lines, strengthening regional emergency preparedness and improving situational awareness through advanced technologies such as live-streaming, fire-monitoring cameras and artificial intelligence (AI)-based fire forecast models. In the past 14 years, SDG&E equipment has not been the cause of any major wildfires, which are a major source of carbon and air pollution in California.

**Reliability**

For the last 16 consecutive years, SDG&E has been the most reliable electric utility in the West and in 2021, we were named by PA Consulting as the most reliable electric utility in the nation for the second time.31

---


Clean transportation
SDG&E has built more than 3,200 electric vehicle chargers and expects to build thousands more in the coming years to support not just passenger vehicles, but also medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, such as trucks and buses. SDG&E is also working to transition its fleet to 100% zero-emissions vehicles by 2035. In 2020, SDG&E, in partnership with regional stakeholders, established the Accelerate to Zero (A2Z) Emissions Collaboration to support transportation electrification in San Diego.

Methane emissions reduction
2021 marks the fifth consecutive year SDG&E has achieved a zero leak repair backlog, supporting efforts to reduce methane emissions. Also contributing to the reduction of methane emissions are the SDG&E’s 24-hour gas emergency response crews whose average response time to gas emergencies is under 30 minutes, enabling much quicker control of escaping gas.

Operational innovations
As part of a large-scale project to upgrade a natural gas transmission pipeline, SDG&E is deploying cutting-edge fiber optic sensing technology to monitor and locate digging vibrations near the pipe to protect against dig-ins and leaks. Enhanced analytics from fiber optics will help operators respond more quickly to issues and prevent natural gas from escaping into the atmosphere. Additionally, SDG&E is recapturing gas that needs to be purged from a pipeline during construction and re-injecting it back into the system for customer use.

Battery storage
Over the past decade, SDG&E has built a diverse energy storage portfolio and is rapidly scaling up both its owned and contracted storage capacity. SDG&E is on track to double its owned storage capacity to 145 MW by the end of 2022. Additionally, we have another 284 MW of energy storage under contract.

Microgrids
SDG&E is pioneering zero-emission microgrids, like the Ramona Air Attack Base, as backup power to support vulnerable populations and critical facilities during emergencies. Since building America’s first utility-scale microgrid in 2013, SDG&E has been working to add more throughout our service area. Currently, we have about a dozen microgrids that are either complete or under development.

Urban greening
Since launching its sustainability strategy in October 2020, SDG&E has planted more than 10,000 trees, leveraging a nature-based solution to capture carbon and clean the air.

To help ensure that decarbonization is equitable, SDG&E will continue investing in its “Outside In” community outreach program to meet the needs of diverse, underserved and disadvantaged communities through sustainability initiatives.
### Acronyms & abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>Battery Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAISO</td>
<td>California Independent System Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARB</td>
<td>California Air Resources Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Carbon Capture and Sequestration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEC</td>
<td>California Energy Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPUC</td>
<td>California Public Utilities Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Executive Order (in this instance, referring to an order issued by the Governor of California)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>Gigawatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDV</td>
<td>Heavy-Duty Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCV</td>
<td>Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDV</td>
<td>Light-Duty Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOLE</td>
<td>Loss of Load Expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDV</td>
<td>Medium-Duty Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMT</td>
<td>Million Metric Tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Megawatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NERC</td>
<td>North American Electric Reliability Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEV</td>
<td>Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTO</td>
<td>Regional Transmission Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Senate Bill (in this instance, referring to a bill passed by the California Senate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWh</td>
<td>Terawatt Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEV</td>
<td>Zero-Emission Vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glossary

**Carbon Capture & Sequestration (CCS):** The process of capturing carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)) from a stationary source of emissions, typically an industrial facility or power plant. The CO\(_2\) is then compressed, transported and permanently sequestered.

**Carbon Neutrality:** All greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions emitted into the atmosphere are balanced in equal measure by GHGs that are removed from the atmosphere. In this report, this is used interchangeably with Net Zero Emissions.

**Carbon Removal Technologies:** A term that encompasses many forms of GHG removal from the atmosphere, whether through carbon sequestration in natural and working lands, or through negative emissions technologies that actively pull carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere, such as direct air capture or biomass energy with CCS.

**Clean Fuels:** Low-carbon fuel substitutes, like clean hydrogen produced with renewable energy sources, or renewable natural gas, for fossil fuels such as natural gas. They are distinct from “clean electricity,” which provides energy in the form of decarbonized electrical power.

**Clean Hydrogen Generation:** Dispatchable electric generators that produce clean electricity by combusting clean hydrogen fuel, typically in a combined cycle turbine.

**Decarbonization:** The reduction or elimination of CO\(_2\) and other greenhouse gases.

**Dispatchable Generation:** Electric generation that can be controlled and is available when needed, in contrast to weather-dependent wind and solar generation.

**Economywide:** Including all economic sectors of the California economy (electric, transportation, residential, commercial, industrial and agriculture).

**Electric Generation Capacity:** The maximum output an electric power generator can produce; for large facilities, like at the scale generally contracted or owned by utilities, this is measured in megawatts (MW) or gigawatts (GW).

**Electric Reliability:** The degree to which the electric power system can deliver electricity to consumers in the amount desired, and within the accepted standards.

**Electrification:** The process of replacing technologies that use fossil fuels with technologies that use electricity as a source of energy.

**Energy Transition:** The energy sector’s shift from fossil-based systems of energy production and consumption to renewable energy.

**EO B-55-18:** Establishes a statewide goal to achieve carbon neutrality by 2045.

**EO N-79-20:** Requires 100% of in-state sales of new passenger cars/trucks will be zero emissions by 2035. Requires 100% of in-state sales of medium/heavy-duty vehicles will be zero emissions by 2045. Requires 100% of off-road vehicles/equipment will be zero emissions by 2035.

**EO S-3-05:** Establishes the following GHG emission reduction targets:

- By 2020, Reduce GHG Emissions to 1990 levels;
- By 2050, Reduce GHG Emissions to 80% below 1990 levels.

**Equity:** Offers fair treatment, access, opportunity and advancement for everyone. Equitable practices identify and seek to eliminate barriers that prevent someone’s full participation, recognizing that each person’s needs are not the same. Climate equity means providing all customers equitable access to clean energy as well as climate resilience tools and technologies.

**Gigawatts (GW):** A unit of electric power equal to 1,000 megawatts (MW).

**Greenhouse Gases (GHG):** Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere. Greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)), methane (CH\(_4\)), nitrous oxide (N\(_2\)O) and fluorinated gases.

**Heavy-Duty Vehicle (HDV):** Any motor vehicle with a gross vehicle weight above 26,000 pounds.

**Imported Generation:** Generation capacity that is physically located outside of California (e.g., Arizona, Nevada), but is connected to the California electric system.
Interconnect: A multistep process that enables an electric generator to interconnect to the electric grid and supply power.

Intermittent (Variable) Generation: Wind and solar generation that is not continuously available due to external factors that cannot be controlled (i.e. weather).

Light-Duty Vehicle (LDV): Any motor vehicle with a gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or less.

Load Serving Entity: Any company that sells or provides electricity to customers located in California.

Long-Term Battery Storage: Battery storage with a duration of 12+ hours.

Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE): A measure of electric reliability. The expected number of days per time period (usually a year) for which the available generation capacity is insufficient to serve electric demand at least once per day.

LOLE counts the days having loss of load events, based on a stochastic variation of historical supply data, regardless of the number of consecutive or nonconsecutive loss of load hours in the day. The study applies the industry standard of 0.1 days per year or 1 day in 10 years.

Make Ready Infrastructure: Electrical infrastructure required to install and operate charging stations, which usually includes utility pad-mounted transformers, underground conduit and meters.

Medium-Duty Vehicle (MDV): Any motor vehicle with a gross vehicle weight between 10,001 and 26,000 pounds.

MMTCO$_2$e: Million Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalents. The climate impact of all GHG converted into a mass of carbon dioxide equivalent.

Net Peak Demand: The difference between base electric demand and generation from behind the meter resources.

Net Zero Emissions: All GHG emissions emitted into the atmosphere are balanced in equal measure by GHGs that are removed from the atmosphere. In this report, this is used interchangeably with Carbon Neutrality.

Pipeline Blending: Replacing natural gas with clean fuels, such as renewable natural gas and clean hydrogen, to reduce GHG emissions from using gaseous pipeline fuels.

Renewable Natural Gas: Gas derived from food waste, landfills, agriculture and other sources that release carbon emissions into the atmosphere.

Resiliency: The ability to withstand and reduce the magnitude of disruptive events, which includes the capability to anticipate, adapt to and/or rapidly recover from such an event.

SB 32: Requires that statewide GHG emissions are reduced to 40% below the 1990 level by 2030.

SB 100: Requires that 100% of retail sales of electricity in California be served by eligible renewable energy resources and zero-carbon resources by 2045.

State Mandated Public Purpose Programs: State-mandated programs funded through energy bills like financial assistance for income qualified customers and energy efficiency programs.

Transmission & Distribution: Transmission lines carry electricity at high voltages across the state. Distribution lines deliver lower voltage electricity to neighborhoods and communities over a shorter distance, and are the final stage of electricity delivery to homes and businesses.

Vehicle to Grid Integration: Any method that changes how grid-connected electric vehicles charge or discharge their batteries. This is done to optimize plug-in electric vehicle interaction with the electrical grid and provide net benefits to ratepayers.

Zero-Emission Vehicles (ZEV): Vehicles which produce no emissions from the on-board source of power (i.e., an electric vehicle or fuel cell vehicle).
This report contains statements that constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements are based on assumptions with respect to the future, involve risks and uncertainties, and are not guarantees. Future results may differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements represent our estimates and assumptions only as of the date of this report. We assume no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or other factors.

In this report, forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as “believes,” “expects,” “intends,” “anticipates,” “plans,” “estimates,” “projects,” “forecasts,” “should,” “could,” “would,” “will,” “confident,” “may,” “can,” “potential,” “possible,” “proposed,” “in process,” “under construction,” “in development,” “opportunity,” “target,” “outlook,” “maintain,” “continue,” “goal,” “aim,” “commit,” or similar expressions, or when we discuss our guidance, priorities, strategy, goals, vision, mission, opportunities, projections, intentions or expectations.

Factors, among others, that could cause actual results and events to differ materially from those described in any forward-looking statements include risks and uncertainties relating to: California wildfires, including the risks that we may be found liable for damages regardless of fault and that we may not be able to recover all or a substantial portion of costs from insurance, the wildfire fund established by California Assembly Bill 1054, in rates from customers or a combination thereof; decisions, investigations, regulations, issuances or revocations of permits and other authorizations, renewals of franchises, and other actions by (i) the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and other regulatory and governmental bodies and (ii) states, counties, cities and other jurisdictions in the U.S. in which we do business; the success of business development efforts and construction projects, including risks in (i) completing construction projects or other transactions on schedule and budget, (ii) the ability to realize anticipated benefits from any of these efforts if completed, and (iii) obtaining the consent or approval of partners or other third parties, including governmental entities and regulatory bodies; the resolution of civil and criminal litigation, regulatory inquiries, investigations and proceedings, and arbitrations; changes to laws; actions by credit rating agencies to downgrade our credit ratings or to place those ratings on negative outlook and our ability to borrow on favorable terms and meet our debt service obligations; the impact of energy and climate policies, legislation and rulemaking, as well as related goals set, and actions taken, by companies in our industry, including actions to reduce or eliminate reliance on natural gas generally and any deterioration of or increased uncertainty in the political or regulatory environment for California natural gas distribution companies and the risk of nonrecovery for stranded assets; the pace of the development and adoption of new technologies in the energy sector, including those designed to support governmental and private party energy and climate goals, and our ability to timely and economically incorporate them into our business; weather, natural disasters, pandemics, accidents, equipment failures, explosions, acts of terrorism, information system outages or other events that disrupt our operations, damage our facilities and systems, cause the release of harmful materials, cause fires or subject us to liability for property damage or personal injuries, fines and penalties, some of which may not be covered by insurance, may be disputed by insurers or may otherwise not be recoverable through regulatory mechanisms or may impact our ability to obtain satisfactory levels of affordable insurance; the availability of electric power and natural gas and natural gas storage capacity, including disruptions caused by failures in the transmission grid or limitations on the withdrawal of natural gas from storage facilities; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, including potential vaccination mandates, on capital projects, regulatory approvals and the execution of our operations; cybersecurity threats to the energy grid, storage and pipeline infrastructure, information and systems used to operate our businesses, and confidentiality of our proprietary information and personal information of our customers and employees, including ransomware attacks on our systems and the systems of third-party vendors and other parties with which we conduct business, all of which may become more pronounced in the event of geopolitical events and other uncertainties, such as the conflict in Ukraine; the impact on competitive customer rates and reliability due to the growth in distributed and local power generation, including from departing retail load resulting from customers transferring to Community Choice Aggregation and Direct Access, and the risk of nonrecovery for stranded assets and contractual obligations; volatility in inflation and interest rates and commodity prices, including inflationary pressures in the U.S., and our ability to effectively hedge these risks and with respect to inflation and interest rates, the impact on our cost of capital and the affordability of customer rates; changes in tax and trade policies, laws and regulations, including tariffs and revisions to international trade agreements that may increase our costs, reduce our competitiveness, or impair our ability to resolve trade disputes; and other uncertainties, some of which may be difficult to predict and are beyond our control.

These risks and uncertainties are further discussed in the reports that the company has filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). These reports are available through the EDGAR system free-of-charge on the SEC’s website, www.sec.gov, and on Sempra’s website, www.sempra.com. Investors should not rely unduly on any forward-looking statements.

This report may include market, demographic and industry data and forecasts that are based on or derived from independent industry publications, publicly available information, government data and other similar information from third parties. We do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any of this information, and we have not independently verified any of the information provided by these third-party sources. In addition, market, demographic and industry data and forecasts involve estimates, assumptions and other uncertainties and are subject to change based on various factors, including those discussed above. Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on any of this information. This report also contains links to third-party websites that are not hosted or managed by Sempra or its family of companies, including SDG&E. We are not responsible for, nor do we recommend, endorse or support, any information contained on any such third-party websites.

Sempra Infrastructure, Sempra LNG, Sempra Texas Utilities, Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC (Oncor) and Infraestructura Energética Nova, S.A.P.I. de C.V. (IEnova) are not the same companies as the California utilities, San Diego Gas & Electric Company or Southern California Gas Company, and Sempra Infrastructure, Sempra LNG, Sempra Texas Utilities, Oncor and IEnova are not regulated by the CPUC.

The Path to Net Zero: A Decarbonization Roadmap for California was prepared based on information available at the date of publication. It is for general informational purposes only. SDG&E, Black & Veatch Management Consulting, LLC and David G. Victor, the preparers of The Path to Net Zero: A Decarbonization Roadmap for California, do not guarantee or make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or currency of the information. Readers should assess the relevance and accuracy of the content for themselves. The preparers of The Path to Net Zero: A Decarbonization Roadmap for California will not be liable for any loss, damage, cost, or expense incurred or arising by reason of any person using or relying on information in The Path to Net Zero: A Decarbonization Roadmap for California.

The Boston Consulting Group (“BCG”) provided SDG&E with market research, data and review of the techno-economic analysis that SDG&E used in preparation of this report. The report’s recommendations and specific recommendations and forward-looking statements in the report do not necessarily represent BCG’s views. BCG used data from various sources and assumptions provided to BCG from other sources and modeling methodology from the preparers. BCG has not independently verified the data and assumptions from these sources or such modeling methodology. Changes in the underlying data, modeling methodology, or operating assumptions will clearly impact the analyses and conclusions. Neither BCG nor any of the preparers will be liable for any loss, damage, cost, or expense incurred or arising by reason of any person using or relying on information in this report.